Storage Systems
AN IDC CONTINUOUS INTELLIGENCE SERVICE

IDC's Storage Systems service delivers a detailed analysis of vendor performance and industry trends, as well as the
anticipated rate of the adoption of new storage technologies and delivery models and their impact on existing markets
and vendor alliances, strategic initiatives, and new product introductions. IDC's Storage Systems service covers
block, file, and object storage; hard disk; and solid-state storage across a variety of array, software-defined, and
server-based storage. Clients also benefit from comprehensive views provided of the data storage market, including
forecasts, ecosystems, competitive analysis, customer requirements for workloads and use cases, and technology
assessments.

Markets and Subjects Analyzed
 Enterprise, midrange, and entry storage systems
 All-flash arrays (AFAs) and hybrid (HDD/flash) and HDD-only
storage systems
 Impact of converged and hyperconverged systems on storage
suppliers and users

 Storage for virtualized and containerized environments and their
impact of data persistence
 Hot, warm, and cold storage systems
 Infrastructure and technology evolution to support unstructured data
and data lakes

 Storage systems produced by original equipment manufacturers
(OEMs) and original design manufacturers (ODMs)

 Vendors delivering scale-out file- and object-based solutions with
focus on architectures, use cases, and supporting software

 Block-, file-, and object-based data organization and access
mechanisms used to deliver full systems solutions
 NVMe over Fabrics, Fibre Channel, Ethernet file/object, Ethernet
block, direct-attached storage (DAS), and FICON data access

 Use of flash for accelerating object- and file-based storage systems

 Significant product announcements and analysis
 Trends such as adoption of NVMe and related offerings (emerging
persistent memory, NVMe-oF, and the use in unstructured storage)
 Use of hardware (workload and function-offload) accelerators in newgeneration storage systems

 Unstructured data management (content management) using
metadata-based tools
 File- and object-based storage market (terabytes shipped and
revenue)
 Event coverage (e.g., acquisitions) and impact analysis
 Quarterly summary analysis of IDC's Enterprise Storage Systems
Tracker results

Core Research
 Worldwide Storage Systems Forecast and Analysis
 Worldwide Storage Systems Vendor Shares
 Vendor Profiles, Case Studies, Demand-Side Viewpoints, and
End-User Insights

 Market Analysis Presentation for the Enterprise Storage Systems
Market
 Quarterly Storage Systems Market Results
 Qualitative Insights and Technology Assessments

In addition to the insight provided in this service, IDC may conduct research on specific topics or emerging market segments via research offerings
that require additional IDC funding and client investment. To learn more about the analysts and published research, please visit: Storage Systems.

Key Questions Answered
1.

What products are competitors introducing, and what impact will
this have in their markets?

2.

How will the proliferation of solid-state, public cloud, and softwaredefined storage solutions affect demand for storage systems?

3.

4.

What are some of the developing technologies, use cases, and
business models around infrastructure and software for
unstructured data?
How do evolving unstructured storage platforms impact strategic
planning for enterprise storage?

Companies Analyzed
IDC's Storage Systems service delivers ongoing insight into vendor performance and comprehensive periodic reviews of vendor rankings in key
dimensions of measurement such as revenue and shipped storage capacity. This includes enterprise storage OEMs (Dell, Hitachi Vantara, HPE,
Huawei, IBM, NetApp, and Pure Storage as well as a number of other server-based (i.e., Lenovo, Supermicro) and smaller vendors. This service
reviews vendor strategies, market positioning, emerging technologies, advantages, and trade-offs of selecting from among the various storage
architectures and media types as the platforms for data storage and retrieval.
Top vendors in each domain are covered on a continual basis; studies discuss start-up companies, alliances, and acquisitions.
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